CHRIS OFrLI Not many painters in history can claim to have changed our
very sen6e of what a painting can look like. Chris Ofili is among these few,
Sometime in the mid-1990s Ofili invented an altogether
unprecedented yet
utterly enjoyable and confident form of painting, surprising us all by prov_
ing that painting can still be young, relaxed, seductive,
and qrand. even
now, after all the6e lon9, dusty centuries.
with Ofili it is as if painting,
the wheezing and battered old wreck, ha6 not only arisen from its death
bed, but has been miraculou6ly reborn as a twenty-year_old
rapper, or a
provocative,
fertile love queen. 000 Monumental in scale, Ofili,s paintings
are intensely labored, with intricate
details of colorful dots of acrylic and
oil paints, collaged images. glitter,
and pins forming vast, hallucinogenic
patterns 6unk into layers of 9los6y resin. They work like maps: from up
cio6e the viewer is lost in vein-like roads of swirls and vine6 and stars, all
flowing over tiny magazine cutouts of porn close-ups or eyes and heads.
From a distance it all resolves into a vast, line-drawn continent of an
ample black goddess or super-hero,
massive profile or magicai animal, or an
all-over geography of decoration
and pe16pective.
Shiny clumps of elephant
dung are dotted on top of lhe picture,
punctuating nodal points of the
image like citie6 on a hapi the6e same 6turdy dung bal16 prop up the whole
shimmering canvas, like crude, prehistoric
wheels ready to transport
this
universe back to the mythological place from which it seems to have come.
000 chriB oFili,s mosaic-tike paintings btissfuily sweep aside the whole
hi6tory of conventjonal art oppo6ites abstraction/figuration,
high/low,
sacred/profane-by
ignoring or combining these all at once with painterly
precision,
assured draftsmanship,
and maddening ea6e. Added to this i6
the work's overt, sometimes shocking insistence on the subject of race;
like a black man telling a racistjoke,
ofiti (who i6 British, born of Nigerian
parents) leaves his captjve audience feeting entertained,
bewildered, and
guilty all at the same time. Are Ofili,s blaxploitation-era
aesthetics,
thick_
lipped personages, and mainstream pop idols like Muhammed Ali, Lil,Kim, and
Diana Ross, not to mention the stereotypically
black artistic
persona he
delivers (the arti6t as pimp, witch doctor,
criminal, aboriginal dreamer,
and hip-hop aficionado)
meant to ridicule and accuse cohmon notions of
blacknes6, or celebrate difference? Ohe suspects that this too becomes
another set of opposites that lose all currency and usefulness in front of
Ofili's deliriou€ly unpreachy works. Certainly the sophi6tication
of Ofili,s
titles (Afromantici
Captain Shit and the Legend of the Black Stars;
Elephantastic),
as layered in their language as the painting,6 very surface,
belie a knowingness that cancels out the work,s potential na.ivet6. OOO If
painting ha6 never died it is because of the pleasure that artists have
derived for centuries from the act of painting: the whole messy, sexy,
toxic labor of it all. Any plea6ure-giving,
addictive habit will never go out
of fashion or run out of eager new initiates
as any pornographer,
card6hark, or drug dealer can confirm. ,,Anybody who spends twelve hours a day
with paint ha6 got to get off on it; that,s what I,m trying to g,ve back, a
love of painting" the artist has said. Ultimately, it is the immense, living
exuberance with which Ofili has filled and layered his paintings that makes
them so important,
6o intensely beautifuJ and alive. O0O Gilda Williams
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1. Afromantics,
and elephant

2000-2002, Acrylic, oil, g itter,
po yester resjn, map pins,
dung on linen, 8 x 6 feet, 244 x 183 cm
2. Captain Shit and the Legend of the B ack Stars, 1996, Acrylicf oil, resin,
paper collage, glitter,
map pins, and elephant dung on canvas,
I x 6 feet, 244 x 183 cm
1996, Acrylic, oil, re6in, paper coitage,
3. Afrodizzia 12nd versionl,
glitter,
map pins, and elephant dung on canvas, 8 x 6 feet, 244 x 183 cm

